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Middle Assyrian Administrative and Legal Texts from the 2005
Excavation at Tell Taban: A Preliminary Report
Daisuke SHIBATA*
　Tell Taban (Tall T
.
a¯ba¯n), located on the east bank of the river Habur, about 19 km south of modern 
Hassake, was first excavated from 1997 until 1999 under the direction of Katsuhiko Ohnuma on behalf 
of the salvage mission for the building of the Hassake dam1. One of the notable results of these 
excavations was the finding of 71 inscribed objects dated to the Middle Assyrian period, from the 
12th until the 11th century B.C. Almost all of them were building inscriptions2 of the local rulers 
who governed the district around the ruin and called themselves "king of the land of Ma¯ri" (sˇar ma¯t 
Ma¯ri), even though they apparently had no direct connection with the famous dynasty of the city 
of Ma¯ri (Tall H
.
arı¯rı¯) of the Old Babylonian period3. All the inscribed objects found during the 
excavation of Tell Taban were edited and studied by Stefan M. Maul4, who had earlier published 
comparable building inscriptions of a certain "king of the land of Ma¯ri" named Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer, 
which were found in Tell Bderi (Tall Budayrı¯), ancient Du¯r-Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer, about 6 km north of Tell 
Taban5.
　The building inscriptions from Tell Taban and Tell Bderi finally verified the identification of Tell 
Taban as the ancient city of T
.
âbatu, the residential city of the "kings of the land of Ma¯ri". The 
inscriptions also revealed that the city of T
.
âbatu was subject to the rule of the Assyrian empire on 
the one hand, but kept a certain independence as a vassal kingdom on the other, thus differing from 
other provincial cities of the Assyrian empire. Maul's study also made it clear that the lineage of 
the royal family of these "kings of the land of Ma¯ri" had continued without interruption at least 
from the middle 12th century until early in the 11th century B.C6. Maul moreover suggested that the 
lineage could have derived from the royal family of the Assyrian kings as one of their lateral branches7, 
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 1 Cf. Ohnuma et al. 1999; Ohnuma et al. 2000; Ohnuma/ Numoto 2001.
 2 Beside the building inscriptions, one fragment of a clay tablet with an administrative content was found. See Maul 2005, Text no. 
1.
 3 It remains problematic why the rulers of T
.
âbatu would assume the title "the king of the land of Ma¯ri". Maul has suggested: that 
they used this title in order to set themselves in the great tradition of the city of Ma¯ri (Maul 1992, p. 54; Maul 2005, p. 14). He postulated 
also that the peculiar rebus writing for ma¯t Ma¯ri, KUR A, was adopted in the inscriptions of the rulers of T
.
âbatu to imply that the 
land was originally granted by an Assyrian king to one of his sons, hence, "the land of the son (ma¯ru)" (cf. Maul, 2005, p. 14). As 
opposed to this, Durand and Marti have proposed that this geographical name derives etymologically from ma¯t Mar(r)i "land of 
bitter water (pays de l'Eau amère)" referring to the nature of the district where fine salt was produced, connecting it with the name 
of the city of T
.
âbatu, which they also interpret as meaning "salt" (Durand/ Marti 2005).
 4 Maul 2005.
 5 Maul 1992. For the reading of the name of this ruler as Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer, not Asˇsˇur-kettı¯-le¯sˇer, see below.
 6 Maul 2005, pp. 10–17.
 7 Maul (2005, p. 13f.) suggested that the ancestor of this dynasty is to be identified with a certain prince (ma¯r sˇarre) of Assyria, 
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just like the lineage of the great viziers (sukkallu rabiu), descendants of Ibasˇsˇi-ilı¯, a son of Adad-ne¯ra¯rı¯ 
I, who resided at Du¯r-Katlimmu (modern Tall-Sˇ e¯
˘
h-H
.
amad)8. Since the existence of such a vassal 
kingdom inside of the Assyrian empire revealed a new dimension to its regional government, further 
excavation of Tell Taban was deemed desirable.
　On February 2005 the long-wished re-excavation was finally carried out under the direction of 
Hirotoshi Numoto9. The result of this new excavation was more fruitful than anticipated. Not only were 
new fragments of building inscriptions of the "kings of the land of Ma¯ri" found, but an archive 
consisting of clay tablets documenting the administration of the palace of the "kings of the land of 
Ma¯ri" was unearthed.
　Since the cleaning of these new clay tablets has not yet been finished, the whole picture remains 
unclear. However, in this short article the present writer will offer a tentative summary of the contents 
of the clay tablets from Tell Taban based on those that have been cleaned.
*
Archaeological context
　The new clay tablets were found during the 2005 winter season and the 2005 summer season10. 
They were unearthed in the trenches 5 and 7 on the west slope of the mound, which had been badly 
eroded by the water of the Hassake dam and so had been set for salvage research.
　According to the excavator, two clusters of clay tablets were unearthed inside room 1 found in 
level 5 of trench 511. The room had been partially disturbed by rebuilding in a later period. More 
clay tablets and fragments of clay tablets were scattered around the clusters of clay tablets both inside 
and outside the room as well as in trench 712. All the clay tablets were unbaked. Since no pottery 
shards was found together with the clusters of clay tablets according to the excavator, it seems probable 
that the clusters of clay tablets were not kept in pottery jars, unlike similar cases from the Middle 
Assyrian period13. Though the clay tablets were found in a more or less disturbed context, since 
most of the tablets were written in similar contexts as shown below, it seems very probable that the 
clay tablets constituted an archive (or possibly more than one) in antiquity14.
Adad-be¯l-gabbe, who was probably an eponym of an early year in the reign of Tukultı¯-Ninurta I, possibly his son, so that the lineage 
of the dynasty would have reached back to Tukultı¯-Ninurta I himself (for the eponym Adad-be¯l-gabbe cf. Freydank 1991, p. 49f.; 
Freydank 2005, p. 46f.; Röllig, 2004, p. 23 and p. 47). However, the new texts from Tell Taban make it clear that the dynasty went 
even farther back, at least to the reign of Shalmaneser I (see below). The possibility that the dynasty went back to the Assyrian 
royal family from an earlier period is nevertheless still open.
 8 For the lineage of the sukkallu rabiu see Cancik-Kirschbaum 1996, pp. 19–32, Cancik-Kirschbaum 1999 and Jakob 2003, pp. 59–
65.
 9 Cf. Numoto 2006. See also his contribution in the present journal.
10 Cf. Numoto 2006 and also his contribution in the present journal.
11 Cf. Numoto 2006, p. 8 as well as his contribution in the present journal.
12 Cf. Numoto 2006, p. 8 as well as his contribution in the present journal.
13 Cf. Postgate 2003, pp. 127–129 and further literature cited there. It seems rather possible that the clusters of clay tablets could have 
been kept in some kind of basket, because according to the excavator, carbonized plants were unearthed together with one of the 
clusters of clay tablets (cf. Numoto 2006, p. 8). Baskets (pisˇannu, pisannu) for the keeping of clay tablets are attested in various 
kinds of texts (see evidence cited in AHw, p. 867f., s.v. pisˇ/sannu(m) I; CAD P, p. 422b, s.v. pisannu A1b; ibid., p. 420 s.v. pisanduppu). 
No evidence from Middle Assyrian texts is known to the present writer, however.
14 It is however difficult to determine whether the unearthed room 1 really functioned as a storehouse of clay tablets, because level 5 
of trench 5, including room 1, had been severely disturbed by the rebuilding of later periods. It is also possible that the clay tablets 
were simply thrown away in room 1.
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Number of texts
　The exact number of the excavated tablets cannot be known until the cleaning of the tablets is 
complete. So far 108 (nearly) complete tablets or large fragments of tablets, 333 small fragments 
of tablets, 9 envelopes and 143 small fragments of envelopes have been cleaned. It can be expected 
that many of these fragments can be joined to form tablets or envelopes.
Chronology of the texts and the attested eponyms
　The texts are dated to the Middle Assyrian period. According to the dating of the eponyms written 
on the documents, the texts belong to the period from the reign of the Assyrian king Shalmaneser 
I to that of Ninurta-apil-Ekur, i.e. from the middle part of the 13th century B.C. until the first part 
of the 12th century B.C.
　The eponyms so far attested in the Tell Taban texts are the following15:
Shalmaneser I
 Asˇsˇur-dammiq TabT05A-167
 Asˇsˇur-ketta(/ı¯)- ı¯de TabT05A-158*; TabT05A-444
 Asˇsˇur-na¯din-sˇume¯ TabT05A-033; TabT05A-151
 Asˇsˇur-sˇumu-le¯sˇer TabT05A-203*
 Be¯r-be¯l-lı¯te TabT05A-379
 Enlil-asˇare¯d TabT05A-554; TabT05A-609
 Isˇtar-e¯resˇ? TabT05A-182?
 Ittabsˇi-de¯n-Asˇsˇur TabT05A-601+
 Ubru TabT05A-484
 Usa¯t-Marduk TabT05A-012; TabT05A-013; TabT05A-102; TabT05A-158
Shalmaneser I/ Tukultı¯-Ninurta I
 Adad-be¯l-gabbe TabT05A-530+?; TabT05A-545
 Asˇsˇur-musˇabsˇi TabT05A-036; TabT05A-127
 Ina-p ıˆ-Asˇsˇur-lisˇlim TabT05A-161; TabT05A-587*?
 Sˇerrı¯ja TabT05A-272
Tukultı¯-Ninurta I
 Abattu TabT05A-428
 Adad-uma ˘ ˘i TabT05A-241
 Asˇsˇur-da ˘ ˘a¯n TabT05A-035; TabT05A-549?
 Asˇsˇur-ze¯ra-iddina TabT05A-037 
 Be¯r-isˇmanni TabT05A-131
 Enlil-na¯din-apli TabT05A-380; TabT05A-623*
 Salma¯nu-sˇuma-u
.
sur (ma¯r sˇarre) TabT05A-019; TabT05A-249+
 Urad-ila¯ni TabT05A-032
　 　15 The asterisk following the text number indicates that the attested eponym is not mentioned in the date formula but within the document. 
The order of the eponyms is based on Freydank 1991, pp. 192–196. More precise orderings of the eponyms in the Middle Assyrian 
period have now been proposed, especially by Freydank and Röllig. But the orders proposed by the scholars still disagree with each 
other in detail, so I am using the 1991 ordering. Cf. Freydank 2005, Jakob 2001 and Röllig 2004.
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Asˇsˇur-na¯din-apli
 Erı¯b-S ıˆn TabT05A-181
Asˇsˇur-na¯din-apli - Enlil-kudurrı¯-u
.
sur
 Be¯r-ke¯na-sˇallim TabT05A-043
Asˇsˇur-ne¯ra¯rı¯ III - Enlil-kudurrı¯-u
.
sur
 Adad-ba¯n-kala TabT05A-191
Ninurta-apil-Ekur
 Saggi ˘u TabT05A-011
Not attested outside the Tell Taban texts
 S ıˆn-uballi
.
t TabT05A-135; TabT05A-204; TabT05A-209+
 Nabû-be¯la-u
.
sur TabT05A-132
　It seems probable that Sıˆn-uballi
.
t should be dated to the beginning of the 12th century B.C. because 
of prosopographical data attested in the texts dated by his name. For the same reason it seems likely 
that Nabû-be¯la-u
.
sur is not identical with the eponym of the same name in the reign of Shalmaneser 
I16, but is another eponym of this name in the beginning of the 12th century B.C.
The local rulers of T
.
âbatu
　These texts mention two local rulers of the city of T
.
âbatu titled "the king of the land of Ma¯ri", 
who were subject to the Assyrian kings. The first one is Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer, who ruled T
.
âbatu during 
the reigns of the Assyrian kings Shalmaneser I and Tukultı¯-Ninurta I, i.e. the latter part of the 13th 
century B.C17. The second one is Adad-be¯l-gabbe, the son and successor of Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer, who 
ruled during the reigns of the Assyrian kings Asˇsˇur-na¯din-apli, Asˇsˇur-ne¯ra¯rı¯ III, Enlil-kudurrı¯-u
.
sur and 
Ninurta-apil-Ekur, i.e. the beginning of the 12th century B.C.
　Concerning the identification of these two local rulers: Firstly, Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer is not mentioned 
in the building inscriptions found so far. Identification with the well-known ruler of the same name 
who reigned in the 11th century B.C., a contemporary of the Assyrian king Tiglathpileser I, is of course 
excluded18. He will here be designated tentatively as Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer I' as opposed to Asˇsˇur-ketta-
le¯sˇer II' of the 11th century B.C.
　It seems very probable that this Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer I' is identical with a person of the same name 
who is mentioned in one document from Du¯r-Katlimmu DeZ 3281 published by W. Röllig19. The 
document, dated with the eponym Enlil-na¯din-apli from the reign of Tukultı¯-Ninurta I20, lists the 
　 　16 Cf. Freydank 1991, p. 155.
17 His name is certainly the same as the ruler of T
.
âbatu of the 11th century B.C. known from many building inscriptions, even though 
they are of course two different persons. Scholars have so far preferred to read name of the latter ruler as Asˇsˇur-kettı¯-le¯sˇer, because 
one would expect the second element of his name to be in the nominative and also because in the building inscriptions it is sometimes 
written syllabically as ke-ti, as well as ke-ta and with the logogram ZI (cf. evidence in Maul 2005, p. 98). However, since in the new 
tablets the name of the first ruler has so far been always written as m.dA-sˇur-ke-ta-le-sˇèr and the second ruler was surely named after 
this first ruler, the present writer uses the reading Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer for both rulers, except for cases where the name is written syllabically 
ke-ti. The alternation kett¯ı or ketta, i.e. with or without the pronominal suffix of the first person singular, is a variation that is also 
attested for other Middle Assyrian personal names, for instance Sˇamasˇ-ketta(/ ¯ı)-e¯-tamsˇi (cf. Freydank/ Saporetti 1979, p. 119) or Sˇamasˇ-
ketta(/ ı¯)-iddina (cf. Saporetti 1970a, p. 440f.). Cf. also Freydank/ Saporetti 1979, p. 168, and Saporetti 1970b, p. 129f.
18 Cf. Maul 2005, p. 11.
19 Röllig 1997, p. 283f., l. 15.
20 Röllig 1997, p. 283f., l. 20. For this eponym see Jakob 2001.
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distribution of barley to Assyrian provincial cities in Syria. The majority of the cities are referred 
to by the city name itself. However, four are designated by the name of the person who is apparently 
the city ruler, i.e. E¯
.
ter-Marduk, S ıˆn-mudammiq, Tukultı¯-Me¯r and Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer. As already 
suggested by Röllig and S. Jakob, E¯
.
ter-Marduk and S ıˆn-mudammiq can be safely identified 
respectively with a governor (be¯l pa¯
˘
hete) of Du¯r-Katlimmu and a high official (probably sukkallu 
"vizier") who resided in Asˇsˇukanni, and it is likely that each of these officials received barley on behalf 
of his district, i.e. Du¯r-Katlimmu and Asˇsˇukanni, which are intriguingly not mentioned among the 
cities listed in this document21. From the date and content of the document it can be inferred that 
the Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer in that document is the same as T
.
âbatu's ruler of the same name at that time, 
i.e. Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer I', and that like E¯
.
ter-Marduk and S ıˆn-mudammiq he received barley on behalf 
of his territory of T
.
âbatu, which is not mentioned in the city list either22.
　As for his son Adad-be¯l-gabbe, we know of at least two rulers of the city of T
.
âbatu named Adad-
be¯l-gabbe from the building inscriptions so far, namely, Adad-be¯l-gabbe I' who reigned during the 
first half and/or middle of the 12th century B.C. and Adad-be¯l-gabbe II' who reigned at the end of 
the 12th and/or the beginning of the 11th century B.C.23; the former is attested as the father of Etel-
p ıˆ-Adad, and the latter as the son of Adad-be¯l-apli and the father of Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer II'. In addition 
to these two rulers, one further Adad-be¯l-gabbe is attested as the father of the ruler Rı¯sˇ-Nergal24. 
It remains, however, uncertain whether this last person is to be identified with Adad-be¯l-gabbe I', 
or whether he was another ruler of the same name who reigned before Adad-be¯l-gabbe I'25. Concerning 
our Adad-be¯l-gabbe mentioned in the new clay tablets, his identification with Adad-be¯l-gabbe I' is 
clearly possible. However, since the succession of the local rulers in the first half of the 12th century 
B.C. is still uncertain, it is also possible that the Adad-be¯l-gabbe in the new clay tablets was another, 
even earlier ruler of this name in the beginning of the 12th century B.C., perhaps identical to the 
above-mentioned Adad-be¯l-gabbe, the father of Rı¯sˇ-Nergal. In any case, he is the earliest attested 
ruler of this name in the local dynasty. Thus, we will tentatively refer to him as Adad-be¯l-gabbe 
I', keeping the question open whether or not he is indeed to be identified with the previously-accepted 
"Adad-be¯l-gabbe I''' (the father of Etel-p ıˆ-Adad). 
　In any case, it has now been verified that the genealogy of the rulers of T
.
âbatu ascends at least 
to the middle of the 13th century B.C. 
The local calendar 
　As has been mentioned, the Assyrian eponyms are used in the documents from Tell Taban for 
the notation of the year in which each document was written. For the notation of month, however, 
the Assyrian calendar is not used, unlike the usual custom observed in Middle Assyrian documents. 
Rather, in the Middle Assyrian documents from Tell Taban another, apparently local, calendar is used 
　 　21 Röllig 1997, p. 284; Jakob 2001, p. 94.
22 If it is true that these four persons each received barley on behalf of his territory, it seems probable that the names of the persons 
who are responsible for the cities, not the name of cities themselves, are mentioned in this list because of their peculiar status. Du¯r-
Katlimmu and Asˇsˇukanni were the most important bases for the government of the western territories in Assyrian empire. T
.
âbatu 
was a vassal kingdom whose ruler was permitted the title "king" (sˇarru).
   As for the last one, Tukultı¯-Me¯r, it is not impossible that this person was an ancestor of the ruler of the same name in the 11th 
century B.C. with the title "the king of the land of M[a¯ri]" (sˇar ma¯t M[a¯ri]) mentioned in an inscription of Asˇsˇur-be¯l-kala (Grayson 
1991, p. 89, A.0.89.1, Obv. 14'), who also calling himself "the king of the land of H˘ana" (sˇar ma¯t H
˘
ana) in his dedicatory inscription 
(Grayson 1991, p. 111, A.0.89.2001; cf. Maul 2005, p. 15). It may be speculated that the family of the putative Tukultı¯-Me¯r I and 
II had a status within the Assyrian empire similar to that of the family of the ruler of T
.
âbatu.
23 Cf. Maul 2005, p. 11f.
24 Maul 2005, Text nos. 20–36.
25 Cf. Maul 2005, p. 13 and p. 17.
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for dating the documents. The following month names have been attested so far (the names of months 
are alphabetically ordered). 
Ereqqu (itiE-re-qu/ iti.gisˇMAR.GÍD.DA) TabT05A-011, TabT05A-033 and passim
Kalmartu (itiKal-mar-tu) TabT05A-037
Malika ˘u (itiMa-li-ka-ú) TabT05A-241, TabT05A-444 and passim
Mi
˘
hru (itiMi-i
˘
h-ru) TabT05A-135, TabT05A-272 and passim
Pagra¯ ˘u (itiPa-ag-ra-ia-ú) TabT05A-043, TabT05A-151 and passim
Pirize¯ri (itiPi-ri-NUMUN) TabT05A-380, TabT05A-428 and passim
itiQu(-usˇ)-sˇu TabT05A-102, TabT05A-158 and passim
Sabuˆtu (itiSa-bu-tu) TabT05A-032, TabT05A-131 and passim
Sıˆn (iti.d30) TabT05A-181
itiTe-sˇu (/ sˇuB)-Bu TabT05A-249+, TabT05A-259 and passim
itiÚ-li-nu TabT05A-019, TabT05A-020 and passim
Ulu¯lu (itiÚ-lu-lu) TabT05A-040, TabT05A-209+ and passim
　Though no identical calendar has been found elsewhere, some month names have been attested 
in other calendars. The month name Pagra¯ ˘u or its variant form is found also in calendars from Terqa, 
Alala
˘
h and Ugarit26. The month name Pirize¯ri can be safely interpreted as a variant form of 
Pirizarru(m), a month name attested in the Old Babylonian texts from Ma¯ri and Terqa, probably a 
month name in the calendar of Terqa27. Sabuˆtu is otherwise attested as the seventh month of the so 
called Semitic calendar in Nuzi28. It seems probable that the month name, which literally means 
"seventh", denoted the seventh month in the calendar of T
.
âbatu as well. The month name Ulu¯lu is 
of course attested in the Babylonian calendar29. The month names Kalmartu and S ıˆn are well known 
month names of the Assyrian calendar30, but it is difficult to determine whether or not these two month 
names are part of the local calendar of T
.
âbatu. Since both months have been attested only once so 
far, it seems possible that the documents dated with these month names were dated exceptionally 
according to the Assyrian calendar and not according to the local calendar.
　Furthermore, other month names may be related to similar month names known elsewhere. The 
month name Malika ˘u (or Malika¯ ˘u) can be related to the month name Malka¯nu(m) attested in the 
calendars of Ma¯ri and Terqa31. It seems possible that the month name itiÚ-li-nu (read Ul¯ınu?) is a 
variant form of the month name Elu¯nu(m) which is attested in the Amorite calendar32. The month 
name Ereqqu, written also with the Logogram gisˇMAR.GÍD.DA, certainly denotes the word ereqqu 
"cart". No similar month name is known to the present writer, however. The month name Mi
˘
hru seems 
to be derived from the verb ma
˘
ha¯ru. It seems possible that the month name corresponds to the word 
me
˘
hru/ mi
˘
hru meaning "offering"33.
　 　26 For Terqa see Rouault 1984, p. 38 and p. 85, TFR 1, 6: 49 (the month name is to be read ITI Ba-ag-re-e). For Alala
˘
h cf. evidence 
cited in Cohen 1993, p. 373 (written Pa-ag-ri). For Ugarit cf. Cohen 1993, pp. 377–381. pagra¯ ˘u is also known as the name of a 
ceremony performed for the god Dagan (cf. Feliu 2003, pp. 70–73).
27 Cf. Cohen 1993, p. 286 and p. 372; Limet 1976, p. 14. See furthermore Podany 2002, Text 13: 29.
  The rebus writing of this month name in the calendar of T
.
âbatu (to be normalized pere ˘  ze¯ri?) seems to be a kind of (folk) etymological 
explanation of this month name, as lit. "bud (per ˘u) (?) of seed (ze¯ru)".
28 Cf. Cohen 1993, p. 371.
29 Cf. Cohen 1993, pp. 321–326, and Hunger 1976–1980, p. 301.
30 Cf. Cohen 1993, p. 239, and Hunger 1976–1980, p. 301.
31 Cf. Limet 1976, p. 11, Cohen 1993, p. 282 and p. 372, and Hunger 1976–1980, p. 301; See also Rouault 1984, TFR 1 4: 11'.
32 Cohen 1993, pp. 248–268, esp. p. 263f., and Hunger 1976–1980, p. 301.
33 See esp. evidence cited in CAD M2, p. 59b, s.v. mi
˘
hru A5 "offering". This could be compared with the month name Mu
˘
hur-ila¯ni 
of the Assyrian calendar and also with the month name Tam
˘
hı¯ru, lit. "offering", of the Amorite calendar (cf. Cohen 1993, pp. 248–
268 and Hunger 1976–1980, p. 301).
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　Thus, even though no calendar identical with that of T
.
âbatu has been attested, many month names 
in this local calendar are shared by other calendars. Especially striking are the many month names 
shared between the calendar of T
.
âbatu and that of Terqa. It seems possible that the calendar of T
.
âbatu 
was a variation of a calendar common to this region. In any case, the calendar attested in the Middle 
Assyrian documents from Tell Taban was most probably the local one used before the conquest of 
the Habur region by the Assyrian empire.
　It should also be mentioned that the building inscriptions of the rulers of T
.
âbatu in the reign of 
the Assyrian king Tiglathpileser I in the beginning of the 11th century B.C. are not dated with this 
calendar, but rather with the Babylonian calendar introduced by Tiglathpileser I into the Assyrian 
empire during his reign34. It can be inferred that this local calendar was not used any more in T
.
âbatu 
in the 11th century B.C. It remains uncertain, however, whether the local calendar was abandoned 
at the time the Babylonian calendar was introduced into the empire or at some earlier time in the 
12th century B.C35.
The scribal characteristics of the documents
　Basically all the scribal characteristics of our texts accord with those of texts from north 
Mesopotamia and east Syria at the time, i.e. Middle Assyrian texts. The language used is the Middle 
Assyrian dialect of Akkadian. The form of the signs, the external features of the tablets and the 
formulae of each genre of documents are also basically normal Middle Assyrian.
The genres of the documents
　The contents of most texts can be characterized as various kinds of administrative documents of 
the "palace" (ekallu) in T
.
âbatu. More than half of the texts, excluding small fragments, have been 
identified as receipts and memoranda recording various kinds of commodities carried into and out 
from the palace36. The commodities mentioned include clothes37, wool38, metal objects39, weapons40, 
grains41, flour42, and live stock43. Most noteworthy are receipts of the following type44:
　 　34 Maul 1992, p. 28, l. 19; Maul 2005, p. 40, l. 21.
35 Cf. Cohen 1993, p. 300f.
36 For　instance TabT05A-008; TabT05A-010; TabT05A-012; TabT05A-013; TabT05A-015; TabT05A-019; TabT05A-032; 
TabT05A-033; TabT05A-034; TabT05A-035; TabT05A-036; TabT05A-037; TabT05A-038; TabT05A-039; TabT05A-040; 
TabT05A-085; TabT05A-102; TabT05A-131; TabT05A-135; TabT05A-140; TabT05A-151; TabT05A-158; TabT05A-161; 
TabT05A-162; TabT05A-167; TabT05A-177; TabT05A-180; TabT05A-182; TabT05A-203; TabT05A-204; TabT05A-205; 
TabT05A-208; TabT05A-209+; TabT05A-241; TabT05A-259; TabT05A-321; TabT05A-324; TabT05A-327; TabT05A-379; 
TabT05A-381; TabT05A-382; TabT05A-419; TabT05A-427; TabT05A-428; TabT05A-444; TabT05A-466; TabT05A-484; 
TabT05A-511; TabT05A-530+; TabT05A-545; TabT05A-554; TabT05A-557+; TabT05A-579; TabT05A-583; TabT05A-587; 
TabT05A-592; TabT05A-623. Furthermore at least two tablets from the excavation of the summer season 2005 (05B) now in cleaning 
are to be identified as the same kind of text. For this kind of text in the Middle Assyrian period see Postgate 1986, pp. 13–16.
37 For　instance TabT05A-012; TabT05A-015; TabT05A-033; TabT05A-034; TabT05A-085; TabT05A-158; TabT05A-161; 
TabT05A-177; TabT05A-382; TabT05A-557+; TabT05A-587; TabT05A-623.
38 For instance TabT05A-032; TabT05A-241.
39 For instance TabT05A-010; TabT05A-015; TabT05A-036; TabT05A-162; TabT05A-428; TabT05A-592.
40 For instance TabT05A-015; TabT05A-177; TabT05A-428.
41 For instance TabT05A-008; TabT05A-019; TabT05A-208; TabT05A-484; TabT05A-530+; TabT05A-583.
42 For instance TabT05A-151; TabT05A-379; TabT05A-444.
43 For instance TabT05A-035; TabT05A-040; TabT05A-102; TabT05A-182; TabT05A-205; TabT05A-324; TabT05A-327; TabT05A-
511.
44 TabT05A-012; TabT05A-085; TabT05A-102; TabT05A-151; TabT05A-158; TabT05A-167; TabT05A-182; TabT05A-444; 
TabT05A-484; TabT05A-530+; TabT05A-583. Furthermore at least one tablet from the summer season 2005 now in cleaning belongs 
to this type of receipt.
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TabT05A-182
Obv.  (space for seal impression)
 1 　26   UDU  .MESˇ sa-mu-  
˘
hu-tu4  45
 2 sˇa SˇU m.dx (x)-pi-lá
˘
h
 3 m.dA-sˇur-ke-ta-le-sˇèr
 4 　ma-
˘
he-er
B.E. 5 　i+na uruAr-ba-il
 6 　i+na   uruLı`b-bi-URU  
Rev. 7 　  ak-lu  
  　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
  (space for seal impression)
 8   iti  Ú-  li-nu  U4.  13.KÁM  
T.E.  9 [li]-  mu  m  Isˇ8-tár  -[e¯resˇ (?)]46
L.S.  (space for seal impression)
  (1-4) 26 mixed sheep in the responsibility of ...-pila
˘
h, Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer has received. (5-
7) They (= sheep) are consumed (lit. eaten) in Arbail (and) in Libbi-a¯li. (8-9) Month of Ulinu, 
13th day, eponymate of Isˇtar-[e¯resˇ(?)].
TabT05A-085
Obv.  (space for seal impression)
 1 　4 1/2 TÚG.H
˘
I.A Su-
˘
ha-ia-ú
 2 sˇa na-á
.
s-be-te47
 3 sˇa SˇU mLUGAL-li-bur
 4 m.dA-sˇur-  ke-ta  -le-sˇèr
 5 　ma-
˘
he-er
 6 　a-na   SˇÀM UDU  .MESˇ
B.E. 7 　sˇa m  SUM  -dAMAR.UTU
 8 　  DUMU m.d  x-SUM-na
Rev. 9 ù mPi-ra-di
 10 DUMU m
.
Sú-lu-li
 11 ub-lu-né-ni
 12 up-pu-  ˇsu  48
  　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
  (space for seal impression)
 13   iti  x x U4.x.  KÁM li  -[mu]
T.E. 14   m.dA?  -sˇ[ur?-　　　　　]
  (1-5) 4 and a half clothes of the Su
˘
hian style of na
.
sbutu, in the responsibility of Sˇarru-libu¯r, 
Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer has received. (6-12) As the payment for the sheep that Iddin-Marduk, 
son of ...-iddina and Piradi, son of S
.
ulu¯lı¯, have brought in, they are "done". (13-14) The 
　 　45 I appreciate the suggestion of Prof. Postgate on this reading.
46 The persons mentioned in this text reveal it should be dated sometime from the reign of the Assyrian kings Shalmaneser I to that 
of Tukultı¯-Ninurta I. It is probable that the latter part of the eponym should be restored as e¯resˇ (probably written logographically 
KAM). Cf. Freydank 1991, p. 145.
47 The word na
.
sbutu (na
.
sbatu), which denotes a kind of garment or metal object in Neo-Assyrian (cf. CAD N2, p. 47), can refer to a 
cultic event in the Middle Assyrian period. Cf. Postgate 1988, p. 47.
48 The usage of this verb, here translated literally as "done", is unusual. On the one hand the sentence can be interpreted as "(the 
clothes) are used as payment for the sheep". On the other hand the verb might be a technical term concerning textile manufacture 
(cf. Postgate, 2001, p. 375, fn 6). I appreciate this suggestion of Prof. Postgate.
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month of ..., ...th day, epo[nymate] of Asˇsˇ[ur(?)-... ].
　This type of receipt first mentions at the commodities brought in, often followed by the name of 
the person who was responsible for the procedure. The first part of the text ends with the mention 
that the commodities were "received" (ma
˘
her). Most intriguingly, the texts refer to Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer 
I', the ruler of T
.
âbatu himself, as the recipient. In the latter part of the text it is often written for 
what purpose the commodities were used for. As in the first example, some receipts indicate that 
commodities were sent out to cities in the Assyrian homeland49. Receipts are very often found covered 
in envelope, on which an excerpt of the text on the inner tablet is written. Receipts are usually sealed, 
very often all over the tablet.
　Besides this type of receipt, there are also texts written for various purposes in almost free format 
as the following example50:
TabT05A-623
Obv. 1 isˇ-tu itiMa-li-ka-e
 2 U4.8.KÁM li-me
 3 m.d+En-l´ıl-SUM-IBILA
 4 mSˇa-ri-  ˇse  
B.E. 5 ù mI-PA-ti
 6 　TÚG.H
˘
I.A.MESˇ
Rev. 7 sˇa na-á
.
s-be-te
 8 a-na uruSˇÀ.URU
 9 [i]-ta-
.
su
 10 it-  tu  -um-sˇu51
T.E.  (space for seal impression)
  (1-3) On (/from) the month of Malika ˘u the 8th day eponymate of Enlil-na¯din-apli, (4-10) 
Sˇarisˇsˇe and IPAti have departed to transport clothes of na
.
sbutu to Libbi-a¯li.
　The text was probably written at the time the two persons left to transport the clothes to the city 
of Asˇsˇur, so that the responsibility of the two transporters would be clearly recorded.
　From the domain of the palace administration we have letters as well. There are letters from a 
superior to a subordinate ("letter orders") as well as letters from a subordinate to a superior ("letter 
reports")52. The formulae of nearly all letters accord with those of the Middle Assyrian letters53. So 
far only one letter without the introduction formula has been attested54. Most letters are orders or 
reports about the management of commodities that are also mentioned in the receipts. Even though 
it seems possible that the letters were originally covered in envelopes, as is the custom of letter writing 
in the Middle Assyrian period55, so far no letter envelope has been found at Tell Taban. There is 
　 　49 Livestock transported from T
.
âbatu to Asˇsˇur are also attested among the Middle Assyrian texts from Asˇsˇur. Cf. Ebeling 1927, no. 
195; Donbaz 1976, Pl. 5, A. 1736 (in both cases the livestock is referred to as na¯murtu, "audience gift"). I thank Dr. Llop for the reference.
 Furthermore Tab T05A-151 reveals that the commodities (various kinds of flour) were sent also to the provincial cities in the upper 
Habur region of Na
˘
hur, Kulisˇ
˘
hinasˇ and Amasakku.
50 TabT05A-041; TabT05A-042; TabT05A-203; TabT05A-204; TabT05A-209+; TabT05A-321; TabT05A-379; TabT05A-554; 
TabT05A-587; TabT05A-623.
51 The two verbs in l. 9f. are to be interpreted as a hendiadys.
52 TabT05A-014; TabT05A-134; TabT05A-181; TabT05A-248; TabT05A-272; TabT05A-273; TabT05A-274+; TabT05A-281; 
TabT05A-354+; TabT05A-370; TabT05A-454+; TabT05A-459; TabT05A-556+; TabT05A-649.
53 Cf. Cancik-Kirschbaum 1996, pp. 50–62.
54 TabT05A-281.
55 Cf. Cancik-Kirschbaum 1996, pp. 51f., and Postgate 1986, p. 13.
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also no letter with sealing.
　There are also lists in various formats, in which, for instance, commodities56, persons57, or rations58 
are inventoried. The names of the commodities inventoried in the lists are mostly mentioned in the 
receipts as well. Some lists are written on large multi-column tablets59. Furthermore, attention should 
be paid to lists of consumed livestock60, a list of tablets61, and a list of weapons distributed62.
　From the domain of the palace administration we have some contracts63.
　Besides the texts concerning the palace administration, we have also some legal texts that record 
business transactions of the ruler Adad-be¯l-gabbe I' and his family. Interestingly no legal text has 
been found from the reign of Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer I'. So far 5 conveyances and 1 contract have been 
identified64. Unlike the administrative texts, the list of witnesses for the transaction is always noted. 
Against the custom of document writing in the Middle Assyrian period, some of these conveyances 
seem to be covered in envelopes65.
*
　Thus, the Middle Assyrian texts found at Tell Taban in 2005 are mostly records of administration 
in the palace of the city of T
.
âbatu, especially those made for the supervision of commodities brought 
and kept in the palace. They also include records for controlling the export of commodities to the 
Assyrian homeland.
　The texts we have discussed clearly reveal that the vassal kingdom of T
.
âbatu was integrated into 
the Assyrian empire on the one hand, but that local traditions still remained on the other hand. 
Representative of this is the dating system used in the administration of the palace, in which years 
are designated by the system of the empire (the Assyrian eponyms), but months by the old local 
calendar.
　It is also worth mentioning that the size of the palace administration was relatively small. The 
"palace" (ekallu) of the local rulers of T
.
âbatu retained the features of a household administration. 
This is suggested, for example, by the personal mention of the ruler, Asˇsˇur-ketta-le¯sˇer I', as the 
recipient in many receipts, and by the fact that the legal texts issued for the business transactions 
of the royal family are found together with the administrative texts.
　 　56 TabT05A-015; TabT05A-250+; TabT05A-260; TabT05A-327; TabT05A-399+; TabT05A-428; TabT05A-466; TabT05A-491+; 
TabT05A-580; TabT05A-657+. Some of them can be also characterized as receipts.
57 TabT05A-042; TabT05A-061+; TabT05A-661+ (belongs to TabT05A-061+?).
58 TabT05A-127; TabT05A-600+.
59 TabT05A-061+ (persons); TabT05A-399+ (commodities); TabT05A-491+ (commodities); TabT05A-661+ (persons; belongs to 
TabT05A-061+?).
60 TabT05A-325; TabT05A-609; TabT05A-617+. TabT05A-601 could also belong to this kind of list.
61 TabT05A-346. Each tablet is inventoried in this list as 1 
.
tuppu sˇa commodities sˇa mu
˘
h
˘
hi PN "1 tablet of ... which is owed by PN". 
Similar kinds of texts are also attested among other Middle Assyrian texts. Cf. for instance, Postgate1988 nos. 36, 38 and 39.
62 TabT05A-139+. Some of the persons to whom the weapons are distributed are also mentioned in the short list TabT05A-042.
63 TabT05A-011; TabT05A-249+; TabT05A-280; TabT05A-380; TabT05A-452. Furthermore there is at least one tablet that is a contract 
among the tablets from the 2005 summer season (05B) that are now in the cleaning process.
64 Conveyances: TabT05A-043; TabT05A-191; TabT05A-624+; TabT05A-639; TabT05A-648. Contract: TabT05A-132. For the 
distinction between conveyances (Erwerbsverträge) and contracts (Obligationsurkunden) in Assyrian legal texts see Postgate 1976, 
pp. 11–55; Postgate 1997, pp. 160f.; Radner 1997, p. 21.
65 Cf. Postgate 1976, p. 4; Postgate 1986; Postgate 1997; Radner 1997, pp. 23f. At least one conveyance (TabT05A-043) has been 
found together with its envelope (TabT05A-044+). The envelop fragment TabT05A-192+ also may belong to the tablet TabT05A-
191.
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